Voting Representatives (primary or proxy) Present (via Zoom): Laura Hollengreen, John Koshel, Linda Denno, Kim Jones, Maggie Pitts, Rebecca Gomez, John Pollard, Elizabeth Fehsenfeld, Terri Warholak, Jim Baygents, Iliana Reyes, Deanna Fitzgerald, Chris Tisch (for John Ehiri), Pam Perry, Pamela Reed, Amy Kimme Hea, Cindy Rankin, Keith Swisher, Mike Staten

Additional Representatives Present: Greg Heileman, Stephanie Carlson, Alex Underwood, Cynthia Demetriou, Liz Sandoval, Chrissy Lieberman, Jim Hunt, Rachael Ronald

Absent (without proxy): Holly Bender

Recording: https://arizona.app.box.com/file/736025113816

I. Call to Order- Chair, John Koshel called the meeting to order at 11:03 AM.

II. Consent Agenda
   a. CAAC reviewed Items
      i. Undergraduate Certificate Information Warfare (CAST; new)
         Review: suggestion to approve
         Committee: Baygents, Gomez, and Denno
      ii. Undergraduate Certificate Cyber Defense (CAST; new)
         Review: suggestion to approve
         Committee: Baygents, Gomez, and Denno
      iii. Undergraduate Certificate Security Computing (CAST; new)
         Review: suggestion to approve
         Committee: Baygents, Gomez, and Denno
      iv. MA Philosophy and Political Economy (SBS; new)
         Review: suggestion to approve
         Committee: Jones, Perry, Reyes, Ronald
         Two questions provided to SBS to consider
      v. Graduate Certificate in Aging Law and Policy (Law; new)
         Review: suggestion to approve
         Committee: Reed, Rankin, Swisher, Ehiri
   b. Non CAAC Reviewed Items
      i. Graduate Emphasis – MS Nursing: Nursing Education AND Track (Nursing; new)
      ii. Graduate Emphasis – MS Nursing: Nursing Education BSN Track (Nursing; new)
      iii. Graduate Emphasis – MS Nursing: Global Nursing Leadership (Nursing; new)
      iv. Modification – BS Neuroscience and Cognitive Science (Science; new)
      v. Modification – BA German Studies (Humanities; new)

III. Academic Program Proposals, Policies, and Procedures
   a. BS in Medicine was pulled from the consent agenda
      Review: will require more discussion (i.e., 23 new courses, budget, other department courses, name, etc)
      Committee: Rankin, Gomez, Warholak, Ehiri, Reed
      It will train students in a prehealth pathway however, there are issues the subcommittee would like the proposers to address. Subcommittee will meet with proposer. There’s concern about potential
overlap with existing programs; with the Physiology program and the basic medical sciences track. Subcommittee feels that it is basically the same as the physiology major except for four courses. There are four tracks: 1) medical tech, 2) basic medical sciences, 3) medicine and society and 4) integrative and practice focused medicine. Most of the faculty listed as teachers of the new courses are Administrators so subcommittee would like to know who the teaching staff will be. Another issue is that there has been mention of launching this on UA Global but that was not included in the actual proposal so the committee would like to know that the departments agree. The other issue with global ed is that in other countries, students’ programs are designed differently so this most likely would not be a program international student’s would be prepared for.

Cindy Rankin shared that her college is developing a proposal for a pathway to the health sciences program that will layer on top of main campus and health campus to bring students here to explore our campus wide expertise. Discussions with colleges and departments is under way.

b. Discussion of new proposal review process

John added a tag to reviewed items indicating it has been “CAAC Reviewed”. There will be a proposal deadline added to the assignment notification and reviews should be submitted and uploaded one week before the official meetings. There were some concerns about scheduling and trying to fit in so many meetings to do review and discussion. The subcommittee can add other college representatives to join the group. John and Laura will share their planning spreadsheet so everyone can see assignments and can opt in that way. John is aware of the challenges with the form and has edited. The questions did meet the subcommittees needs.

c. Curricular Items

There will be a campus announcement on the phased reentry plan for the two stages and the delay in registration for spring. It will be moved from Nov. 2nd to Nov. 9th and will impact all careers and campuses. Also pushing winter registration to begin on Nov. 9th to keep it consistent and there is not that much activity anyway. Once the announcement goes out, the websites will be updated. If anyone wants to change their classes, this is the time. Classes with 99+ students cannot be in person without a rotation schedule. The total humans allowed in one classroom is 100 so setting enrollment to 99 and 1 instructor (assuming the least amount of instructional support necessary). Alex will help Kim Jones pull a report so that a message can be sent out regarding the Global Direct course sections and what the expectations are in managing the separate cohort of students. Maggie Pitts suggested we should invite Roger to a future meeting. Rebecca Gomez stated that their college agreed to work with Global because of Coronavirus and now it seems like it is an expectation and that is a problem after Alex mentioned that his office will be rolling over fall ’20 to fall ’21 and that includes Global Direct sections. Amy Kimme Hea mentioned the financial costs and the inequity of main campus versus ONLN campus costs and revenues.

IV. Meeting Adjournment

Meeting adjourned at 12:44 p.m.

Respectfully submitted by Liz Sandoval